SMART DISHA
Navigating your way to Success

‘Crack SSB’
(ARMY, AIR FORCE, NAVY, NDA, CDS, OTA, ACC, WES, AFCAT, 10+2
B.TECH NAVY, B.TECH, TERRITORIAL ARMY)
PREAMBLE:
An officer in the Indian Army inherits glorious heritage and timeless traditions, blended perfectly
with the latest technology in the fields of management, engineering and medical sciences. It offers
a golden opportunity to be a part of the world's finest Armed Forces and get trained not only to be
an Officer but also a Gentleman for life. The Indian Armed Forces have set up numerous military
academies across India for training its personnel. The three branches of the Indian Armed Forces
jointly operate several institutions such as the National Defence Academy (NDA), Indian Military
Academy etc for training its officers. Services Selection Board (SSB) takes care of the selection
process of officers in Indian Armed Forces. This process involves Screening Tests, Psychological
Tests, Ground Tests in Groups, Interviews followed by Conference for final recommendation to join
in Defence as officer cadre.

AGENDA:
The selection process of SSB involves different types of tests, hence, one need to undergo expert
advice to do well to increase his/her chance of recommendation. This is a test of OLQ (Officer Like
Qualities). Hence a complete grooming of one’s personality is mandatory. A good coaching institute,
like ours, will train you how to be in your natural response to fulfill the desired requirements of SSB.
Please note that it is a test for Selection, not Rejection. Training in our academy will help you
throughout your life.

WHAT WILL YOU LEARN?
Subjects Covered
OIR ( Verbal & Non Verbal Tests)
Screening Test- PPDT ( Picture
perception and discussion Test)
Psychological Tests
GTO- Outdoor Group Task
Interview
Conference








Salient Features


Complete process covered.



All study material provided,



7 days revision batch before exam,



Practical mock training given.



Convenient class timings.

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
All the aspirants who want to become officer in armed forces to serve our motherland with pride.

METHODOLOGY:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lecture by facilitator.
Power point presentations
Audio/Video Clips
Interaction with participants
Practical mock training
Personal Counselling

